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Instructions for Candidates 

1. Write your Roll No. on the top immediately on receipt of 

this question paper. 

All questions are compulsory. 2. 

3 Follow instructions strictly. 

Answer any five questions in about 30-50 words each 1. 

(5x2-10) 

(i) Why is the process of learning more important than

the end result?
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i) What, in terms of the poem, does it mean to be (iv) What kind of mother is Saroj? Is she greedy or 

human? 
practical? 

(ii) What are the two different mentalities of mind are 

Read the passage given below and answer the questions 3. required for writing? 

that follow: (5x2-10) 
(iv) Does Harish want to get married? What are his 

reasons for wanting to do so? The Indian Television Industry has witnessed an immense 

popularity of reality shows in recent times because of 
(v What traits in Anita's personality helped her overcome 

various reasons, the primary one being the emotional er lot in life? 

quotient of these shows which forges an immediate bond 

(vi) What according to Barry John is the mark of a good with the Indian audience. Where saas- bahu serials, and 

teacher? romantic movies have an emotional appeal that always work 

and become a profit making show business for the 
vii) How should examination questions be approached? entertainment industry; reality shows have added another 

dimension. Prodigies from different parts of India, even 
Answer any two in about 75-100 words each: (2x5=10) 2. interiors of India get a chance to showcase their talent. 

Reality television is a boon for everyone, whether it be ) Why is the process of learning more important than 
contestants, channels or the viewers. One should keep in the end result? What are the different steps of the 
mind that reality shows are nothing very new to the Indian process? 
audience as shows like Sa Re Ga Ma Pa, Boogie Woogie 

(ii) Barry John has tried to combine theatre and education. were already a hit with the Indian audience before the 
How does theatre educate us? reality shows became popular. But what happened in the 

recent years is that the reality shows have taken the place ii) What has made Anita's daughters lives different from of saas- bahu serials and have become great money- hers? How as a parent, is Anita different from her 
Own parents?
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(ii) Raveena is. for her excellent churning machines for the entertainment industry and to 

performance in the class quiz. 
some extent a platform for the ordinary to prove their 

extraordinariness. (iii) Vikram is. - the best boy of school for 

last two years. 
)What has the Indian Television industry witnessed? 

(iv) The Cricket coach believes in 
(ii) Which kind of programmes have become a profit 

exercises before they start practice for match. 
making industry? 

(v) Alligators are considered the largest 

(iii) For whom are the reality shows a boon? 
reptiles. 

(iv) What has replaced the saas-bahu serials and to what 
(b) Make sentences of your own using any five of the 

following words 
effect? 

(5) 

(v) From the passage find the opposites of: Vendor, wholesale market, betrayal, fertile, moustaches, 

livelihood; revolutionary little, loss, same, past 

S. (a) Fill in the blanks by using the correct word from the 
(a) Fill in the correct phrases in the sentences given below 4. 

(5) ones given in brackets after each sentence (5) by using the phrases given in the box 

() Why Vineet been complaining about 
Not all phrases may be required. 

school bus getting late? (have/hadn't) 
cooling down, warming up, best of, one of, well off, 

considered well, being appreciated, has been 
(i) Mr. Barucha should finish his work 

5 pm. (on/ before) 

() The family staying in my neighborhood is the 
(ii) Rohit 

(has/have) 
a habit of snoring while sleeping. 

most one in the society. 
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(iv) My Aunt surely complain about (1) Scientists have a new medicine for 

more salt in the food. (will/would) canceI. (discover/invented) 

(v) They come to my shop tomorrow. (i) The party has been for last four 

(may/have) hours. (going on/playing on) 

(b) Fill in the blanks using the correct word from those Cii) My neighbors have new furniture. 

given in the box (manufactured/purchased) 

two months, days, reach, landlady, institute, college. Civ) That little girl is with her new toys. 
arriving, landlord, week, days, reaching (making/playing) 

(i) Large fields belong to the richest . 

the village. 

- of 
(v) The Minister has a new saving 

scheme for farmers: (informed/announced) 
(ii) Rita's grandparents are tomorrow to 

attend the function. 6. (a) Imagine you are Anita Satpute of 'Sole Provider 

Lonely Warrior'. Write a letter to your friend about 
ii) Both teachers teaching English are on leave for 

the problems you are facing. Word limit is 150 words. the next 

(10) 
iv) The Football match between various college 

(b) Imagine you are working for an NGO and you have just teams was won by our 

visited a place where the floods have come recently. 
(v) It has been raining for the whole of last Prepare ten questions you would ask the Chief Minister 

of the state about the measures taken by him regarding 
this. 

(10) (c) Fill in the blanks by using the correct word from th0se 

given in brackets: (5) OR 
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Write a feature article impact of Odd Even 
a 

implementation in Delhi in 250 words. 

OR 

Write aan article for a newspaper on the "Impact of of 

Demonitisation of 1000 and 500 rupee currency notes". 
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1. Write short notes on the following 3x10-30 

()Isabel 

Or 

Ashwin 

(i) Daksha's diary 

Or 

Aruna 

(ii) The last scene in Mother Courage. 

Or 

Meg 
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2. Answer the following 'questions 3x15-45 

() Comment on the use of technology in Girish Karnad's 

Wedding Album. 

Or 

Discuss Karnad's presentation of marriage in Wedding 

Album. 

(ii) Critically comment on Ramanik's character in Dattani's 

Final Solutions. 

Or 

Do you think Dattani's Final Solutions presents answers 

to the problems posed in the play ? Give reasons for 

your answer. 

(ii) Comment on the title of Brecht's Mother Courage and 

her Children. 

OP 

Discuss the presentation of war in Brecht's Móther 

Courage and her Children. 
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1. Write short notes on the following: (10x3=30) 
() Pratibha 

Or 

Vivan 

Gi) Bobby 

Or 

Mob 

ii) Yvette Pottier 

Or 

Mother Courage and the wagon 
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(15x3=45) 2. Answer the following questions 2. 

) Girish Karnad's Wedding Album, through the Nadkarni 

family exposes the double standards of social 

institutions such as marriage. 

Or 

Critically comment on the relationship between Vidula 

Nadkarni and Ashwin. 

(i) Critically discuss the problems posed in Dattani's (i) 
Final Solutions. 

Or 

What is the significance of Daksha's diary in Final 

Solutions. 

ii) Discuss Mother Courage and her Children as an 

example of epic theatre. 

Or 

Critically analyse the ending of Mother Courage and 

her Children. 

(700) 
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